Perimeter of a House

Below is a map of a house called a floor plan. On it are labeled the measurements of the rooms found in the house. Use the floor plan to answer the questions.
Perimeter of a House

1. What is the perimeter of the **kitchen**? __________________________

2. What is the perimeter of the **bathroom**? __________________________

3. What is the perimeter of the **bedroom 1**? __________________________

4. What is the perimeter of the **bedroom 2**? __________________________

5. What is the perimeter of the **entry hall**? __________________________

6. What is the perimeter of the **living room**? __________________________

7. What is the perimeter of the **back porch**? __________________________

8. What is the perimeter of the **outside of the house** (including porches)? __________________________

*CHALLENGE*
1. What is the perimeter of the kitchen? 52 ft

2. What is the perimeter of the bathroom? 24 ft

3. What is the perimeter of the bedroom 1? 46 ft